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However, the soul do not constitute unknown energy type that has mentality, but
it is still should be studied.
(Critical Care Medicine Institute, Tbilisi, Georgia)
Here are given information about human soul. soul is a consciousness provided with energy. The
data about separating a soul from body, similarly to the film chronics, when he is directed to the
long, endless tunnel and in the end of tunnel there is a white and bright light, he hears pleasant and
delightful sounds and when enter in the “light valley”, hearing of pleasant sounds, speak and see
dead persons. what a person see during death and revivify is a certain recording which brain does
during these processes and not the fact of separating soul from body and “realization” of them occurs
after revivify and they are not realistic and need more analysis and research.
here is a data about predicting the future. that in most cases humans can predict the future: healthy
representatives Besides genes of “general usage” there are the ones for only “genes for a person” and
the genes “of general usage” which were necessary for his ancestors are out of date and suppressed.
So according to the “scenario” of certain persons the difference in between the genes: which ones
must “rest” and which of them must “work” and in what time and environment.of medical personal
and chronic patients when last mentioned were not in coma but had critical condition. By the way of
hypothesis here is said that there is a possibility of travelling in the future of in the past.
in this part we provide with information about the service of The Critical Care Medicine From the
Beginning to nowadays. Here are indicated achievements and problematic issues, future prognosis
and about a possibility that Georgia can become an example for developing countries and show how
to own this expansive service in terms of limited resources. Moreover the experience of our country
may be taken into consideration by developed states, because Georgia has already reached
significant aims.
Key Words: Death, Life, Soul.
Georgia writer Nodar dumbadze, when he was 85 years old, noted that human soul is much more
heavier than body and only one person can not carry it, so each of us must do it. The first person
who was gifted with soul was Adam and from that time human always have connection with soul.
In this wide period of time, people made possible to receive pictures of Mars’s landscape, land on
the moon, measure the speed of light ray, decoded human genome, and created “big bang”
moderation by way of “big androgynous collider”. Unfortunately despite these huge achievements,
human knowledge about soul is very little. Moreover, data about soul is represented as viewpoint of
different religions and scientific data is outside the subject. First of all we must answer questions
about the essence of soul and next questions will be about signs and peculiarities of soul; it is
obvious that in this case, existence of soul must be set as priory.
What is soul? – by the simplest definition, soul is what gives life to living. The main difference
between life and death is function. The function exists during living, not during death. Soul is the
same for life and death. So, soul is what conditions the function or/and function together with
conditioning factor. and energy is necessary to condition and implement this function. Dead body
does not have energy, it even does not need it. Consequently, soul can be the energy in living
organism, which is necessary for organism to function. People receive energy from food that we eat,
from drinks and air, that we breathe. In these products there must be energy called “Prana” as it is
mentioned in methods of yoga followers. But as classical Scientists say, that reproducing of energy
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in human organism is the result of components which is the outcome of food recycle in digestive
tract; then these events are ongoing in cells mitochondria which are also called “energy stations”
from this viewpoint.

An organism is able to accumulate energy in fatty and other tissues and use it at the time of
deficiency. It is interesting that scientists studied issues about supporting organism with energy but
for them it is unknown yet- is soul the energy produced in mitochondria or it’s different kind of
energy. It is not excluded that there are some other mechanism of creating soul-type energy and
electric-magnetic valley’s pictures noticed around body. Some researches think that these are
#
Name of feelings
1

dark, long, tunnel, white, bright shining in the end

2

Uncertain sounds

3

pleasure

4

watching one’s body from outside

5

News-reel of passed life

6

Indifferent attitude about happened events

energetic expressions of soul. Although these picture of soul do not contradicts to the opinion about
“mitochondrial energy”. It is important that by the confession of various religions, soul can move,
think, speak, and more- it sees, speaks, suffers, is happy and so on. But these are not all
characteristic signs of an organism. There are functions which are mainly carried out thanks to brain;
in these case there is not visible such functions which are conditioned by other “departments” of
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organism. Nowadays it is reckoned that soul is an energy and functions which are put in motion by
means of brain. More precisely this is function of brain remained without soulless energy.
These characteristics functions for soul and the whole of it is typical for the part of brain that
determined consciousness. So is we will be more concrete, soul is a consciousness provided with
energy without body. But consciousness without energy is impossible to be. This is a full process so
a soul can be functioned by the “followed” energy from organism until this energy is exhausted. But
it is possible that we have a deal with another unknown type of energy. In any case, soul is a
consciousness, mentality that can be one of the fragments of “world brain”. How can be “soul’s
leaving”? the data according to this issue is basically viewpoints of different religions which have a
many centuries’ history. Works of science which are much more earlier and are appeared in the last
century’s 80ies are generally based on “appearing” died persons. We means patients after clinical
death who told about soul’s travelling and separating soul from body. But we should outline than
only 5% of 117 patients after reanimation remembered some signs about their soul’s travelling. In
additions, they were strange and illogic “sketches” and only after insisting on patients, they manage
to draw these “sketches”. It should be taken into consideration that people do not want to remember
the process of death. Majority of them tried to “cut off” this process that they underwent and they
“write” it to another persons. There was frequent unpleasant feeling such fear, despair, helplessness
and other signs. The author of this work who is the witness of lots of death because of his profession
is not able to remember at least one fact that was sign of leaving soul from body apart from heart
stop and respiratory stop. The “scenario” complied by other people looks like this kind: body is
surrounded with a very pleasant, warm feeling, the passed way of his life is before his eyes similarly
to the film chronics, he is directed to the long, endless tunnel and in the end of tunnel there is a white
and bright light, he hears pleasant and delightful sounds and when enter in the “light valley” he
begins to watch his died body from upside. He realizes that he is dead and a new life is ahead. This
feeling is strengthened by impossibility of contact with live persons which are seen by dead person
but they are not able to see a soul that is transferred into another world. But such kind of isolation
may be the result of limited possibilities of humans: hearing-aid of humans perceives from16 to
20000 DB sonic waves and visionary-aid- light waves of 300-950NM length. A soul can be outside
of these perceptions. It is significant that this “scenario” of leaving soul from organism can be
recordings of brain which were carried out during death process and reanimation; sometimes they
are wrong. Moreover, such pleasant and calm feeling which is supplied fro body is the outcome of
endorphin surplus which happens before death according to our researches. As for dark and limitless
tunnel with bright light in the end can be explained by shortage of sight valley and remaining the
vision of tube-type. On the other side the perception of bright light and widen eyesight is extinct on
the earlier stage of death processes. Perception of tube-type light is determined by 17th zone of
occipital angle that is provided with blood by brain’s posterior and interior arteries. It’s providing
with blood is much more better than another analyzers and it’s function remains longer than others.
Because of all mentioned above, person sees a white light of tube- type character and in case of
“recovery” the recording, it is perceived as white light in the end of tunnel. By means of such
consideration there can be explained hearing of pleasant sounds which “sweeten” a soul. The
analyzer of hearing has an old building and function of it stops work after other analyzers: when
analyzer’s crusts’ parts are switched off, the parts existing in brain stem are working any way, and
additionally when hearing analyzer in brain stem’s certain fibbers are dead, impulses can be
transferred by means of another non-injured fibbers. Though because of stoppage of blood
circulation the information can’t be differentiated and only some sounds occur that seems to be
peasant for hear for the brain that is full of B-endorphins. This should be noted that that this
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peculiarity of hearing-aid can be a basis of Hittites which tried to announce each death with a loud
ring in order to activate hearing analyzers and revivify a dying person. It is important that this
“discovery” of Hittites is remained and even nowadays their posterity meets death with ring sound.
As for life “film chronic” is can be explained by long memory’s hypo camp that stop functioning in
the end too. Also blood circulation in it is organized well. As for watching soul the own body from
upside is depend on an asynchronous work of brain’s certain crusts and is seen when we have a deal
with psychosis, hyperthermia, poisoning and other cases when there is alienation with own body.
Consequently what a person see during death and revivify is a certain recording which brain does
during these processes and not the fact of separating soul from body and “realization” of them occurs
after revivify. If we consider that “recording” and “printing” these processes happen in a very
unpleasant and uncomfortable conditions, there is a great chance that brain perceives it wrongly. It is
important that in these “recordings” the majority of “pictures” are made by means of those brain area
which are provided with blood well and stop working lately. But if we suppose that soul is a
consciousness and these “pictures” are made by this consciousness, then we can consider these
“recordings” as a notification of the “future life”.
How does a soul live in the “future life”?- the data about this issue is mainly based on
contemplates of religious figures. In this case providing with information by revivified persons is
impossible because of limited time of clinical death and reanimation processes. Some of them
indicate that after separating soul from body, they are meet with angels and after passing several
ecclesiastic dept suitably. And the soul of majority of human may remain nearer in the Earth and
“visits” places where he passed his days in this life. After review familiar places on the third and
then ninth day soul is presented on the law-court.searching he is presented in heaven. It seems that
this kind of honor is for persons who paid an And in order to pass a sentence on a soul comes to the
law-court on the 40th day. Before this, a soul must travel in heaven and hell. It should be noted that
some religions do not exclude a possibility that a soul can come back by means of “reincarnation”.
This is characteristic generally for Buddhist religion which claims that a soul can come back on the
Earth for several times and even live in animal’s body. It is noteworthy that there are some
considerations about soul eternity, it is accepted that eternal soul is only the “cosmic” one which has
unlimited possibility by this viewpoint. Less possibilities are prescribed to souls “mental” and
“astral” forms. There is noted that creating of these forms depends on owners attempts revealing
during lifetime and “cosmic” form is a fate of units.
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Name of episode
Meeting with own angel
Review places of the world
Trial
Trial
Review of the future life
Get over scouting places and enter in heaven
Doomsday

A day after death
The day 1
The day 1-2
The third day
The ninth day
The 9-40 day
The day 40
The day 40

Is it necessary to continue the following research and what should we expect from it?- in the science
that existed before nowadays, the most tabooed issue was soul. But civilization enter the era in
which soul acknowledgment is inevitable for the future development. A soul is an energy and such
energy that made possible to revivify Lazare by Christ and even Moses split a huge space of water.
We have presented the hypothesis about participating soul’s energy in providing ongoing events
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with energy in the world. From this point of view we took into account creating of “dark energy”
that guides processes of universe widening and this world is widening at the speed of 40000 km/sec.
the greatness of soul can be explained by the growth of request for undue and sudden death that is
mostly realized during catastrophes and wars. The amount of dead persons at the time of such
conditions are 6-10 times more. Moreover, the majority of death in this universe in undue and
sudden and only few persons “die in time”. It is not foreclosed that in behalf of studying this energy
the president of USA Dwight D. Eisenhower disappeared, on October 20, 1954 and Pascal’s “poor
man” have already made the choice in benefit of wind and water energy. Studying about soul is
important to get to know about parallel universes and other unknown problems including time
travelling and predict the future. Unfortunately it seems that we need new approaches and techniques
in order to recognize soul because possibilities of classical science is too weak. The main accent
should be on the methods of research of which basis is soul-consciousness. So, human soul should
not be such weak as a Georgian writer represents it but it is a strong soul. The strong soul is a fate of
units nowadays. The absolute majority of humans nowadays are so feeble that the only receipt seems
to be “ bridging” and “entering into association”.
Conclusion: there is acclaimed the necessity and inevitability of intensive studying about human
soul by science.

z. xelaZe, zv. xelaZe
Tumca suli, SesaZloa ar warmoadgendes energiis im ucnob saxobas,
romelic azrovnebs, magram is mainc Sesaswavlia.
(kritikuli medicinis instituti, Tbilisi, saqarTvelo)

motanilia monacemebi adamianis sulis Sesaxeb.gamoTqmulia varaudi,
rom adamianis suli SeiZleba warmoadgendes energiis ucnob formas,
romelic azrovnebs. miTiTebulia, rom sulis sxeulidan
gamosvlis
amsaxveli is suraTi, romelsac xSirad aRniSnaven sulis mier warsuli
cxovrebis „kinoqronikis“
xilvis,
sulis bneliT
mocul
gvirabSi
mogzaurobis da mis mier saamod aRsaqmeli gaurkveveli bunebis xmebis
mosmenis, agreTve sulis mier gardacvlili sxeulis xilvis da sxvaTa
saxiT, kvdomis da gacocxlebis dros ganxorcielebuli Tavis tvinis“
„Canawerebi” unda iyos. aqedan gamomdinare isini srulyofilad ver unda
asaxavdnen realur suraTs. gamotanilia daskvna am sakiTxebis mecnieruli
Seswavlis aucileblobis Sesaxeb.
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